We present the results of theoretical and experimental studies of flow processes of extended axisymmetric cavitators during motion near a free surface taking into account a considerable effect of fluid weightiness. The main objective of work is to study ways of reduction of fluid weightiness effect using lift at cavitator and other body (hull) elements within a cavity, in order to apply this way of drag reduction for a range of considerably lower motion speeds.
Introduction


The increase in motion velocities of surface vessels is attributed to solving the following two basic problems:
 to overcome a very sharp drag increase and, accordingly, to reduce power losses;  to reduce wave loads which sharply increase with motion velocity, especially under storm conditions.
One of effective ways of solving both problems is using, as the basic part of a surface vessel, a system of underwater hulls moving at small depth near free water surface, which make it possible to avoid considerable wave loads. On the other hand, this implies application of supercavitation flow mode for the major part of underwater hulls' surfaces, which provides a drastic drag drop. However, application of supercavitation for practical-not very high-range of motion velocities of hulls/bodies near perturbed water surface requires solving several basic problems related to high probability of large-scale deformations of a cavity occurring under action of gravity, closeness of free border and effect of waves on its surface. Among those, one of the most strong factors is effect of a free border and, especially, gravity effect, which is caused by insufficiently high range of real motion velocities. Exploration of possibilities of reducing the influence of these factors and, in particular, of gravity effect is one of the basic part of this study.
Large-scale deformations of a cavity under the effect of gravity in a range of insufficiently high velocities of motion can make impossible the motion of rigid hulls/bodies with small gaps between the body and water surfaces, which would otherwise provide a considerable drag reduction during their motion. Effect of free border closeness of also leads to essential reduction of cavity dimensions, including size of its maximal radius and, especially, cavity length. The fluid weightiness effect on supercavitation flows was investigated in numerous theoretical and experimental studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The fluid weightiness effect at insufficiently high velocities of motion leads to considerable cavity rise and deformations of its cross-sections. Thus, fluid weightiness effect forms the intensive vortical system of a cavity, the wake/tail of which under strong effect of fluid weightiness is ended by two hollow vortical tubes, which provide such fast and intensive gas loss, that it makes impossible formation of a sufficiently large cavity, that would be suitable for supercavitation mode application.
Application of cavitators with a nonzero angle of attack and other lift elements can considerably reduce cavity rise and deformations of cavity cross-sections with simultaneous reduction of the intensity of vortical system, which accordingly implies less intensity of gas loss/entrainment from a cavity in gas injection mode. Actually, study of this process is connected with research of interaction of the vortical systems formed due to action of elevating power and gravity field on the streamlined flow. Among the pioneer studies of this interaction one can name work [10] and a number of other studies, which at some extent are related to these processes, such as [7, 9, 11, 13] .
This work is devoted to elaboration on the basis of theoretical and experimental studies of a calculation technique of optimization of processes for reducing the effect of liquid weightiness on distortion of cavity shape, in order to provide motion of bodies/hulls within a cavity in a range of considerably smaller motion velocities.
The article structure includes:  the experimental data on motion extended cavitators at a nonzero angle of attack near water surface;
 elaboration of effective practical calculation methods for a cavity in the infinite flow and taking into account the effect of free border;  development of methods for assessment of the effect of gravity and elevating power of cavitators with reference to optimization of processes of reducing the liquid weightiness effect on cavitation flow.
The experiments are aimed at exploration of possibilities for the optimum compensation of the effect of forces of liquid weightiness from the standpoint of possibilities of obtaining nearly axisymmetrical cavity shapes for the range of much lower motion velocities.
The aim of theoretical studies consists in working out of methods and optimization design procedures for cavitation flows taking into account their verification via the experimental data obtained.
Results of Experimental Studies
The experimental results on supercavitation flows past cavitators of typical shapes, including a cone and a cone with the blunted nasal part, near water surface at various angles of attack, velocities of motion and cavitatation numbers are presented below. The experiments are conducted using a high-velocity bench of the Institute of Hydromechanics in Kiev, Ukraine with the following cavitation channel dimensions: length-140 m, width-4 m, depth 1.8-1.1 m. The experimental studies via this high-velocity bench with detailed description of the experimental technique of studies can be found elsewhere [14] [15] [16] 
Hydrodynamic Forces At Cavitator
Possibilities of inducing significant lift forces at disks and cones with large opening angles are quite limited. Much more effective here is application of extended cavitators, which elevating force can be improved by small wings with mainly continuous mode 
of flow and other lift elements. One of the most widespread shapes of extended cavitators is a conical surface. The elongated front part of this surface for higher efficiency can be replaced by more blunt paraboloid or other shapes of a surface.
The structure of drag D includes 3 basic parts:
Especially in the case of slender cavitators, drag can considerably depend on cavitation number. In doing so base of these numerical simulations [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and asymptotic dependence of the work [22] are:
The (2) as compared to date of nonlinear numerical simulations [17, 19, 21] are illustrated by Fig. 3 . Results of calculations on the base of dependencies (1) are confirmed also by experimental date. [17, 19] .     nonlinear numerical simulation [21] .
Fig. 4
Experimental data on cone do c for cones semi-angle range:
Lift force of an extended cavitator y D , and in particular, of a cone, is derived by the well-known linear dependence:
Number experimental data confirm a good accuracy of dependence (3). in particular, for cone with opening semi-angle up to  by experiments in open high speed benches with moving models in particular in the work [10] . The value dy c   can be in some cavitational tubes [23] with low enough speed of flows. Physically, this dependence (3) However if we have not high enough speed and essential perturbation of moving flow for example in cavitational tube, the flow on up cavitator surface can be far from ideal model and this part surface can be fully or at least particularly not working. In this case the lift coefficient value can be dy c~ .
Cavity Shape Prediction
For shape of slender axisymmetric cavities calculation the system of elementary equations (4a-4b) can be used. This system is universally applicable for 0.5 which is based on nonlinear numerical simulation [18] disk-type cavitators and for slender cavitators of various shapes and, in particular, a cone with small opening semi-angles [25] [26] [27] :
More simple is the system at the small cavitator for 0   , which dimensions are negligible in comparison with a cavity sizes. This case is described by equation (4a) for initial conditions (4c) [24, 27] .
Here values c  and k in equations (4) are derived from the following dependences:
Parameter  - Fig. 5 is the inertial factor which is derived on the basis of solution for a cavity formed behind a small cavitator at small cavitation numbers const  
. Values of  in a very wide range practically do not depend on the cavity and cavitator shape for various cases of flow but dependence on the cavity aspect ratio can be essentially considerable. These features of parameter  comply with the well-known principle of "independence of cavity expansion" [7] , which has been confirmed by numerous experiments, as well as asymptotic and numerical solutions. Thus, asymptotic approximations (5b) which are corrected by date of numerical calculations [17] [18] [19] 21] are suitable also for a cavity both behind disk and also behind an slender cone with Dependence 5a includes a small correction, which account for cavitator dimensions at insufficiently small cavitation numbers.
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The factor k is derived by asymptotic dependence (5d) [26] , which has been corrected on the basis of nonlinear numerical simulations [19, 21] also for a case of flow past a cone with opening semi-angle up to o 7   . The value of v k , accounting effect of viscosity, was derived on the basis of experimental data. The factor k is very weakly depending value and it's usual value can be k~0.96 [7] . The problem solution (4a-c) fort
of an ellipsoid cavity is as follows [25, 26] :
This solution of Eq. (6) is equal to cavity elongation for a small disk-type cavitator. A cavity main sizes are defined by dependencies:
Note also that the well-known dependence for k R has been obtained by various ways in a number of works, starting from pioneer studies of H. Reichardt, G. Logvinovich, and L. Epshtein.
The accuracy of calculations of cavity shape based on the system (4) has been verified using multiple nonlinear simulation results and experimental data. Accuracy of calculation of the cavity shape on the basis of solution (6) , in comparison with the data of numerical simulation [21] , is illustrated by Fig. 6 .
Effect of a Free Border
Attempts of solving the problem of calculation of free border effect on the shape and dimensions of a cavity were undertaken in a number of works [9, 13, 28] . However, there is a number of questions concerning the accuracy and the range of applicability of these studies. In the present work, for calculation of the effect of free border on the shape and dimensions of a cavity we use the model of mirror display of flow potential with the potential of a fictitious flow of the opposite sign. The potential of a fictitious flow, similarly to work [13, 28] , is also approximated by a flow from a source and a drain with the maximum section area equal to the area of perturbed flow under the effect of free border with an opposite sign. However, for calculation of the shape of a cavity taking into account the effect of free border) the limiting variant of system of equations (4a, 4c) is applied to a cavity behind a small cavitator. Value of the additional pressure (cavitation number  ) is derived from the following dependence:
The solution is represented as the superposition the cavity shape at const   and its perturbation under 
and f L are the maximal radius and semi-length of the perturbed cavity, respectively, k L is semi-length of unperturbed cavity in an infinite flow; f  and c  are inertial factors for perturbed and unperturbed flow, respectively. Within the application limits of dependence (9) for  , a symmetry of the perturbed cavity takes place, whereas within framework of the problem statement, the cavitator drag is assumed to be identical to that in the unperturbed flow or that preset in the independent way. The problem for definition of values f R and f L was solved numerically on the basis of following system of equations:
In the process of solving for a wide range of possible initial dimensions, it was revealed that the shape of cavities under the free border effect was close to ellipsoidal. This allows one to represent the results of the solution in the form of dependence for solutions in the infinite flow with correction of d c ,  , 
The interrelation between these values is derived from the following dependences
The initial data for calculation are given in Table 1 , and Table 2 . The respective results are depicted in particular in Fig. 7 , whereas the basic dimensions of cavities without fluid weightiness effect are given in comparison with their shapes calculated with the account of free border effect with reference to the data of experiment illustrated by Fig. 1b. 
Technique for Compensation of Gravity Effect on a Cavity Shape
As the initial dependences, the well-known equations [7] are applied to derive the cavity axis deflection by the liquid weightiness effect, g h (x) , and that induced by the angle of attack of cavitator, h  , as follows:
Here g s gravity acceleration, x V is volume of a cavity part up to section x , y D is lift force of cavitator inclined at the angle of attack  . These dependences can be refined with reference to cavities formed behind slender cavitators on the basis of solution (6) and dependences for cavitator's lift force (3) normalized by n R 1  , as follows: 
As applied to a cavity below water free border, values b , c , and c  in dependences (13a, 13b)
should be adjusted by means of adjustment factors cd  ,   , and   . The total value of deformation (axis deflection) is derived via dependence (14) .
The calculated results on the joint effect of gravity and angle of attack of a cavitator with reference to the data of experiments No. 1 and No. 2 which described in Table 1 and Table 2 are illustrated by Fig. 8 and Fig.  9 
Based on this data, the refined condition (15b) can be derived, which is also suitable for extended cavitators. In this condition, k k C 2R  , where k R is the maximal radius of a cavity, which is not perturbed under the effect of gravity.
The calculated results on the range of acceptable small deformations of cavity cross-sections under the effect of gravity on the basis of condition (15b) are illustrated by Fig. 15 .
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Fig . 16 depicts the dependence of cavity aspect ratio (8d) behind a cavitator of a small size, in comparison with the cavity length, which allows one to estimate the possibilities for various-size bodies being inscribed into the cavity. Estimations on the basis of dependence (15b), with reference to the data of experiments Nos.1 and 2, described in Table 1 and   Table  2 , using the adjusted cavitation numbers 
Conclusions
A possibility of essential compensation of the liquid weightiness effect, which gives rise to cavity surface deformation, by application of slender cavitators with a nonzero angle of attack is theoretically substantiated and experimentally confirmed. The calculation technique for optimizing this process is developed. The results obtained provide insight into the possibilities of this process which may be very critical from the practical application standpoint for more effective way of gravity effect compensation. This allows a considerable reduction of ranges of possible motion velocities of bodies/hulls near free water surface, that are suitable for drag reduction on the basis of application of supercaviation flow modes.
